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RECOGNISED STANDARDS IN DETAIL
GlobalG.A.P.
QS recognises the GlobalG.A.P. Option 1 certificate (indi-

Certified
production as
common target
Quality
assurance across
national borders

vidual certification) since 2006. Producers with a valid
GlobalG.A.P. certificate can deliver into the QS scheme
without an additional audit, if they register themselves
through a QS coordinator and so compulsorily participate
in the residue monitoring. As of 2018, QS participation is
also possible via a GlobalG.A.P. Option 2 certificate (group
certification), for those producer groups based and with
cultivation areas in the EU, who have had the Option 2 certificate for at least the last two years. These producers also
take part automatically in QS residue monitoring. A stepfor-step orientation to participate in QS with GlobalG.A.P.
Option 2 can be found here: bit.ly/QSGlobalGap2
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In Germany, around 8,000 producers are certified
according to the Guidelines QS and QS-GAP. Outside

ABOVE—Around 8,000 producers are

certified according to Guidlines QS and
QS-GAP in Germany
OPPOSITE—More than 5,500 fruit and

vegetable producers take part in QS via
a recognised standard
LEFT— Scheme participation via

recognised standards
RIGHT— Mutual recognition agreements

of the QS scheme
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